PROF PERRY cont. from page one
found Professor Perry modest
enough to be called reticent.
He said, ·'I have really done nothing startling." This information is
h ardly extensive enough to give a
basis either for agreement or disagreeme nt. However, any of us who
have taken lectures with him can
say unreservedly, "Professor Perry
is a thorough student and an excellent gentleman with a delightful
sense of humour."
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But there were Spohn, Beggs,
Whitney and Halwig dancing with
some Angels. Anne and Art - Stan
stood around alr;me and looked melancholy - put in an appearance;
incidentally, Arthur looks divine in
a too-big Bowler. That Bowler
r eally got around.
Poor Ed. Hedderick lamented her
fall over the post by the driveway;
she held her elbow most pathetically. And besides, the dashed cat
got away.
Do you suppose someone could
tell Kenneth that it ain't neither
perlite nor good policy to always
be where Peg is?
By the way, why did Selby lie
down under the good couch in nearhysterics, Friday morning, when a
really good pun was pulled, and
someone shreiked, "That's number
five."-?
Do you know Wurlizter's Joe
Miller?
He has the most amazing stock of
cute stories. Very amusing, Joe is.
But we ain't suggesting you ask him
for any of them.
We could really have had a good
session-if you like your swing conventional.
One thing was lacking-Fish. Her
absence was irrelevant, immaterial,
and uncalled for. Also undesirable.
All in all, as you must have gathered, the Hallowe'en party was a
success, and here's credit to Dave
Dooley, Roly Merner, and Art Moyer for having the good ideas, and
putting them over so well.
Here's to future parties.
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AIN'T IT THE TRUTH
They find fault with the editor,
The stuff we print is rot,
The paper is as peppy as a cemetery
lot.
The rag shows rotten management,
The jokes, they say, are stale.
The upperclassmen holler
The lower classmen rail,
But when the paper's issued,
(We say it with a smile)
If someone doesn't get one,
You can hear him yell a mile.
"The Southwestern."
A library is a lovesome spot
Got wot.
Book linedThere one may read
Or waste a thought
On pretty girls
Why not?
But last week,
We must admit
'Twas not
So hot.
And we do mean it was cold!
"The Gateway."
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College Participates Successfully
First Hockey Game
Of the Season a Tie
In the first game of the Twin
City Industrial Hockey League, Waterloo College battled to a 2-2 draw
with Mutual Life. It was a typical
early season game, with play being
ragged and no combination whatever. But it was hard fought, and
the score was a fair indication of
the play.
The Mutuals started off fast, and
their centre, Weaver, almost scored
when he skated around the Waterloo net and tried to slip the puck
in the corner. Grant made a nice
stop, and managed to clear the
puck. During the first half of the
game, Mutual Life had a distinct
edge in the play, but C. Grant, in
the Waterloo nets, was too good
for them. The two Mutual centres,
Weaver and Hirons, were outstanding, Weaver with his clever stickhandling and playmaking, Hirons
with his spectacular rushes, in
which he outskated everybody else,
but could not beat the Waterloo
goalkeeper.
The insurance men broke the
ice in the second period when Weaver scored on a ganging attack. The
College boys put on the pressure
in an effort to tie it up. They had
several nice scoring chances, but
when the bell went to end the second period Mutual Life was leading
1-0.

I OUR GRADUATES
Professor Klinck
It is inter esting to w atch the proReturns From
gress of our graduates upon completion of their courses h ere at
Columbia University Waterloo. In separating themselv:?s

NO.2

In Sports
Coeds Defeat St. Mar/s
In Opening Basketball
Game of the Season
On Monday evening, November

25, the Waterloo Co-eds defeated
th e ~t. Mary's basketball team in a

Professor Klinck has just returned from Columbia University,
New York. He gave us a few impressions of the recent election in
the United States. This event was
taken very seriously by the Americans. Opposing individuals quarrelled and even fought in the streets.
Professor Klinck was amused tly the
buttons displaying the names of
Willkie or Roosevelt, and noticed
one bearing the words, "We don't
want Eleanor either." The night of
the election, buttons were sold in
Times Square, inscribed, "We told
you so!'" The South Americans were
highly in favour of Roosevelt. The
day of his triumph was proclaimed
a holiday in some of the southern
republics.
American
opm10n,
Professor
Klinck learned, is swinging definitely toward support of Britain. Professor Rogers of Columbia signified
that student opinion, formerly about
seventy per cent in favor of isolation, is now about seventy per cent
in favor of aiding Britain.
Professor Klinck heard many express the belief that there is a great
deal of propaganda activity in the
United States. This propaganda, he
said, is "designed to insinuate that
the best interests of the United
States will be served by a recognition of what the Nazis are pleased
to call the accomplished fact of a
new and progressive social order in
a unified block of European nations."
He believes that "to combat this
propaganda in the United States, we
must keep on showing how false
and misleading are the assumptions
cloaked under the Nazi terms 'new,'
'progressive,' 'social order' and
'European bloc.' Most of the propagandists, it appears, pose as refugees with Swiss or Dutch passports."
"My only experience," Professor
Klinck told us, "was one of study,
morning, noon and night." This
study led to the successful passing
of the oral examination for his
Ph.D.

from the college and fro_n
r anks of their former fellow-students, these young men and women
turn to a new and not always bright
chapter in life. Many fields of labor
claim their talents, and very often
th e work obtained is not too appealin g. But an ability to adapt
themselves to any type of employment seems to characterize their
general attitude. This is encouraging to the undergraduates. In a
few years those who are now students will be leaving the sheltering
walls of the college to engage in
making their own living. The measure of success attained by those
who have preceded will give these
students confidence. Desirous of being worthy of the precedent established, the future graduates will
likewise go forth to uphold the
standards of Waterloo.
Now to bring you up to date on
the whereabouts of our graduates.
Wilton Ernst, '37, has been persuing his studies in theology and
graduated last year from the Mount
Airy Lutheran Seminary. Recently
he was ordained and is now assistant pastor at a church in Easton.
Pennsylvania.
Paul Eydt, college '36, seminary
'39, took post graduate work in
Philadelphia and received his B.D.
in September. He accepted the call
to Conqueral, Nova Scotia.
Lloyd Schaus, '30, has been assistant pastor at St. John's Lutheran
church , Waterloo, for the past two
years. Last month he was called to
St. Peter's church, Ottawa.
Albert Lotz, '27, succeeds the late
Dr. Sperling as pastor of St. Peter's
church, Kitchener.
Walter Goos, 30, formerly pastor
at New Dundee, has been called to
Rosebay, Nova Scotia.
Alvin Schweitzer, college '37,
seminary '40, has rounded out his
education by stepping into the
business world. He is at present
successfully employed at Forsyth's,
Kitchener.
Ellen Kellerman, '35, who atContinued on Page Four

Early in the third period, Benny
Berscht tied the score on a smart
solo effort. The Mutuals then went
on the attack, and again went ahead
on a goal by Jack Duff. Again Waterloo evened the score, when McIvor sank a shot from outside the
blue line. The College outplayed
the insurance boys, but their attack lacked combination and they
could not score.
Waterloo College would have lost
by five or six goals at least if it had
not been for the sensational play
of Cam Grant in the nets. Time
and again Cam saved the day when
Mutual attackers broke through the
defence. He established the fact
that he is the best goalkeeper in
the league.
The team as a whole showed
promise. There was no combination, the backchecking was poor,
and the defence was slow in clearing the puck. But the College team
gave indications that, after a few
For the last week we have been peppered with enquiries of "When
more practices, it will be a strong
contender for the league champion- is the Cord coming out?" This column presents the question that we have
ship.
been longing to hurl back at them - "Why doesn't someone DO something for the Cord?" There are only a few willing contributors. If the
Cord follows the trend that it is now in danger of taking, it will soon be
CONTENTS
the entire work of a select group. If that happens, you will undoubtedly
Editorial
~ howl about "cliques" and "monopoly.'' But please remember - it is for
Staff
............ ..... ... .... ... .. .
Literaria .. .. ................. ........ .............. . 3 you to make the College Cord representative. Perhaps the heads of the
Athenaeum ....... ....... .................. .......... . 4 departments have not been persuasive enough to interest you. But you
Sign Post ... ..
Sports
...... ... ............. ................... . ~ know that the pages of the Cord are at your disposal - surely you are
Class Notes .... ...... ... ....... ..... .......... ...... . 7 not too indifferent to use them!
Dithery Dox .................... ..... .......... .
7
The Cord is valueless unless it is representative C1f the student body.
Exchange
........... ... .. ...... .
7 If you do not want it to become the product of a clique or to disintegrate
Seminary Notes ................................. . 8
Helen Traubel ...... ........... .................. . 8 entirely, please do something about it.

WILL YOU WRITE?

fast-moving, hotly contested game,
whose final score was 24-16. The
encounter took place in the college
gym, with many supporters of both
sides cheering their favourites onto
the desired victory.
St. Mary's team set a terrific
pace. showing fine co-ordination.
Their chief scorer was Anne Connor, who earned ten points. Waterloo had a decided advantage,
however, in the height of its play
ers, who sometimes actually overshadowed their lively visitors. In
spite of this, their victory was
largely due to skillful playing and
accurate shooting. Mary Fisher
placed the most baskets for the
college, with 10 points to her credit.
The other forwards were not far
behind her, showing outstanding
accuracy. The guards were also on
their toes, stopping many fierce and
determined efforts to score.
The game as a whole was perhaps too fast and exciting to be
entirely skillful. Under these conditions the college team did not
quite attain Ruth Corner's ideala game played with perfect form.
Of course that is too much to expect
in the first match of the season.
Certainly much improvement will
come with practice. The games will
indeed be worth seeing this year.
The players were as follows:
St. Marys: Forwards, Mary Jean
Feick (2), Marg Powers, Marie
Tucker (2) , June La Flamme, Rita
Kuenaman, Anne Connor (10) , Rita
Miller (2). Guards, Francis Schohler, Lenore Hartlieb, Joan Walsh,
Mary Reinhart, Ethel Kane, Mary
Kienapple, Mary Zollner.
Waterloo: Forwards, Jean Kramp
(8), Mary Fisher (10), Anne Kuntz
(6). Guards, Patsy McGarry, Ruth
Schmieder, Margaret Rohe, June
Brock.
Referee: Helen Carstens.

French Circle Meets
"Premier Seance" Held in Girls'
Room
The French Circle held its first
meeting of the season last week. The
new officers presided-honorary president, Mrs. Bale; president, Herb
Brennan ;
vice-president,
Helen
Nairn; secretary, Angela Boehmer.
The high points of the evening
were Patsy McGarry's enlightening
remarks on College, and a humorous
talk by Dave Dooley, entitled, "Que
voulez-vous que je parle?"
The members discussed the idea
of having a "Salon" for the next
meeting. Should we stage it as a
select circle of the "spacious days"
of Louis XIV or as another "School
For Scandal"? The issue is to be decided later, since our French vocabulary began to sink into nothingness.
Speaking of French vocabulary,
if you can say "Bonjour" and "Au
Revoir," you will enjoy the meeting
of the French Club.
Victoria Pinto.
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EDITORIAL
With a great deal of regret we see Professor Perry leave.
We have enjoyed lectures with him immensely. Although they
have only been with us a few months, we will always remember
Professor and Mrs. Perry as friends of Waterloo College. May
they renew acquaintance with us often.
While we are sorry to part with Professor Perry, we are
very happy to have with us again our old friend, Professor
Klinck. Perhaps a trite maxim about absence and fondness would
11pply here if we were the sentimental type. At any rate, we
have missed Professor Klinck very much, we are sincerely delighted that he has returned, and we promise to doubly appreciate him. Our congratulations, Professor Klinck, on being so
.successful - as we knew you would be.

•
We are glad to see so much interest being taken in our
basketball and hockey teams. The games we saw last Monday
night are proof of the ability of Waterloo. Judging from the
cheering, the games are being supported whole-heartedly.
Last year we dramatically belittled our efforts and consequently we were quite satisfied to be defeated.
When our girls came home from the Western track meet,
bringing honors with them, we were very pleased but not a little
surprised.
Why should Waterloo not come through with honors? We
have ability. There is no reason for not succeeding in various
activities. Support our teams and push them on to victory!
And that includes the debating team!

University of Western Ontario

•

Sometimes, owing to the lack of adjustment of educational procedures to the needs of individual students, a college course fails of
its objective. The purpose of administrative control is to correct
any defect of this kind.

Just a comment about the last Athenaeum meeting - it was
a discussion of the merits of our Society. The one point on which
we all agreed was that we want an Athenaeum. We hope that the
plans laid, will serve to pull our feet out of the mire and set them
on the right trail. We believe that everyone will uphold the society and make it worthwhile attending.
Like everything else, the Athenaeum needs your support.

•

Throughout this issue of the Cord you will find scattered
comments concerning Cord copy. You will also find blank spaces
mutely deploring the lack of copy. Before you laugh at our poor
attempt, think who is responsible for these blanks. In all fairness, we do not think you can blame the Cord staff. They have
co-operated with us as well as possible, and have done their individual best to make the Cord come up to scratch. But we need
more than heads of departments - we need your contributions,
your co-operation, your talent.

London, Canada
The dictionary defines "education'' as a process, a discipline
of mind or character through study or instruction. It may refer
also to a stage in the prc·:::ess of training such as a college education.
The words "education', "traming", "discipline" and "breeding"
have, according to usage. similar meanings. They all refer to the
various qualities that result from a good college course. A university graduate should show by his speech, bearing, manners, conduct, efficiency and character that he has received the benefits
of a college education.

It is a reproach under which even the greatest institutions
of learning sufier that sometimes their graduates cease to be
students as soon as they leave college.

A university or college course is of high value when it enables the student who takes it to make the most of his opportunities in after life. It should help him to acquire the knowledge
and ability necessary for him to render the greatest service to the
community in which he lives.
In this stage of the world's development men of education and
ability are more needed than at any time in the past.

For particulars with reference to matriculation standards
courses of study, scholarships, etc., writeThe Registrar,
University Post Office, London, Ont.

ATLANTIC
CROSSINC
By MARGARET ROHE

"A lady should always travel
charmingly and with distinction,"
says Emily Post. There is no lady
who could survive "charmingly and
with distinction" the confusion of
embarking for an Atlantic crossing.
Nothmg can compare with the disorder of the first ten hours of a sea
voyage. If you are an experienced
traveller you will fold your tE:nts
and steal quietly away in the night
to your cabin or suite according
to the taste of your finances. En
route thither you must be guided
by optimism and a sense of humor.
On deck and swarming over the
lounges and smoking-rooms is a
bevy of visitors who will disappear,
you hope, at the last "All ashore
that's going ashore." Trunks, grips,
and sundry luggage clutters all the
corridors. These you soar gracefully
over in your best "Field and Track
Meet' technique or push to one side.
You enter your cabin and after invoking the gods of Christianity, medicine and voodooism to prevent seasickness you try to go to sleep.
Sleeping is possible if you can ignore the demons wreaking havoc
in the engine room to start the motors.
Morning comes and as you awake
you dash to the porthole to see if the
ship has t:eally left behind the skyline of New York, the Statue of
Liberty and the American hot-dog.
You find the sun scattering diamonds over laughing blue waves.
A seagull is following closely at
the side of the ship, and the wind
is warm and caressing. If you have
the analytical mind you will recall
from your geography that the agreeable weather is caused by the ship
entering the Gulf Stream which
moderates the climates of Newfoundland. Ireland, southern England and sometimes even westem
Europe. In a burst of enthusiasm
you don your new leather tweed
suit and go up to stride along the
deck. Here, according to your personality, you will feel like Nelson
or Sir Henry Morgan. Surveying the
broad expanse of ocean with no
trace of land in sight and the twin
rays of white foam following in the
wake of the stern you curl your lip
disdainfully at those simple individuals who can be thrilled by a lake
cruise.
You hear the first call for breakfast.
As you are an experienced traveller, <or have at least read books on
the subject) you already have had
words with the head steward about
the choice of your table, and so now
you find yourself eating a leisurely
meal at a pleasant spot. "Charmingly
and with distinction" you open conversation with those whom fate has
placed at your table or if you have
a lone wolf spirit or secret sorrows you neatly kill the attempts
at small talk which others begin.
After breakfast you again go up
on deck, rent a deck chair and bathe
in the dazzling sun. At ten o'clock
you will see stewards coming on to
the deck with cups of hot broth
and sandwiches. Most liners follow
the excellent custom of serving five
meals a day. It is curious to note
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ATLANTIC
CROSSINC
By MARGARET ROHE
"A lady should always travel
charmingly and with distinction,"
~ays Emily Post. There is no lady
who could survive "charmingly and
with distinction" the confusion of
embarking for an Atlantic crossing.
Nothmg can compare with the disorder of the first ten hours of a sea
voyage. If you are an experienced
traveller you will fold your tents
and steal quietly away in the night
to your cabin or suite according
to the taste of your finances. En
route thither you must be guided
by optimism and a sense of humor.
On deck and swarming over the
lounges and smoking-rooms is a
bevy of visitors who will disappear,
you hope, at the last "All ashore
that's going ashore." Trunks, grips,
and sundry luggage clutters all the
corridors. These you soar gracefully
over in your best "Field and Track
Meet' technique or push to one side.
You enter your cabin and after invoking the gods of Christianity, medicine and voodooism to prevent seasickness you try to go to sleep.
Sleeping is possible if you can ignore the demons wreaking havoc
in the engine room to start the motors.
Morning comes and as you awake
you dash to the porthole to see if the
ship has really left behind the skyline of New York, the Statue of
Liberty and the American hot-dog.
You find the sun scattering diamonds over laughing blue waves.
A seagull is following closely at
the side of the ship, and the wind
is warm and caressing. If you have
the analytical mind you will recall
from your geography that the agreeable weather is caused by the ship
entering the Gulf Stream which
moderates the climates of Newfoundland. Ireland, southern England and sometimes even western
Europe. In a burst of enthusiasm
you don your new leather tweed
suit and go up to stride along the
deck. Here, according to your personality, you will feel like Nelson
or Sir Henry Morgan. Surveying the
broad expanse of ocean with no
trace of land in sight and the twin
rays of white foam following in the
wake of the stern you curl your lip
disdainfully at those simple individuals who can be thrilled by a lake
cruise.
You hear the first call for breakfast.
As you are an experienced traveller, (or have at least read books on
the subject) you already have had
words with the head steward about
the choice of your table, and so now
you find yourself eating a leisurely
meal at a pleasant spot. "Charmingly
and with distinction" you open conversation with those whom fate has
placed at your table or if you have
a lone wolf spirit or secret sorrows you neatly kill the attempts
at small talk which others begin.
After breakfast you again go up
on deck, rent a deck chair and bathe
in the dazzling sun. At ten o'clock
you will see stewards coming onto
the deck with cups of hot broth
and sandwiches. Most liners follow
the excellent custom of serving five
meals a day. It is curious to note

that ocean travellers either can eat
all the time or can eat not at all.
In this way, I suppose, the Cunard
White Star and North German Lloyd
can balance their food budgets.
As the ship plows its way into
mid-Atlantic and then north-east
to the channel you will see hardy
robust souls disappear into the hold.
never to appear again until the boat
c:ocks. when they emerge pale and
shaking. The ship's doctor has many
cures for sea-sickness, all of them
good, and still....
Disembarking is a repetition of
the confusion of embarking. Only
this time you are anxious to be in
the centre of all the hubbub. Even
sensible souls have been known to
get up at four in the morning to
catch a first sight of Southampton,
though they know in their hearts it
will be too dark and foggy to see
anything but tug-boats and ninetynine thousand sea gulls.
And so you say goodbye to the
ship on which you have spent five
days. probably the most memorable
five days of your life. You receive
some colorful stickers on your baggage. Your baggage is brought out
on the pier. You follow to open it
for customs inspection. Customs inspection marks the end of the voyage.

ON GARDENS
By VICTORIA PINTO
In this mechanical age we are
often inclined to say garden when
we mean greenhouse. The idealistic
difference between these two is sentiment. The flower grown in a "hot
house" has had the spiritual bond
with nature slashed: steam heating,
definite hours for watering, have
destroyed the appeal nature alone
can inspire. Perhaps we can indicate
the difference better by comparing
a flower from the greenhouse and
one from the garden to twin boys.
One boy has been tutored by scientists in accordance wHh a catalogue
of well-calculated rules; the other
twin has been pampered and scolded
according to his parents' mental outlook and emotional responses. The
scientists' pupil may be better developed, mentally and physically,
than his brother but he fails to give
vent to his boyish emotions. Similarly garden flowers, petted by soothing
breezes, lashed by storms, lead a
natural existence. They have an
affinity with us.
We seem to be ruled by two opposing forces, rebellion and calm.
I have · divided gardens into two
classes to harmonize with these two
human forces-rambling gardens and
organized gardens.
The rambling garden smells of
streams and freshness. The crooked
old apple tree sprawling in one
corner appears like nature belligerent, yet domesticated. Flitting to
and fro, the butterflies make light of
cur complaints. On the other hand
industrious little ants rebuke any
signs of rebelliousness. The rustic,
broad-faced sunflower stares at the
sun, too haughty to take notice of
the sympathetic violets. The latter
seem to whisper short verses of
philosophical indifference. They
realize that man too suffers from
the law of prejudice! See that well
in the centre of the garden? The

well is cool and dark under its hood
of stone over which lichens and
water weeds grow. There, as a child,
I often shed tears of anger, remorse,
and plain ill-will. The rambling
garden has a unique voice; when it
has spoken all the voices of rebellion
must be hushed.
Our emotional eccentricities find a
bond of sympathy with the proud,
yet gawky sunflower, the twisted
apple tree marked by many fits of
discontent, and the modest violet.
However, when I gaze on a vast,
well-planned garden, awe subordin31 :'!S every spontaneous inclination.
The straight paths, the square plots
of tulips and peonies, appear too majestic for simple tastes. These gardens t·emind me of the flower beds in
public parks, flower beds bearing
prominent "No Trespassing" signs.
Logic, law, order prevail here. This
is no place for a vacillating human
oeing. In spite of the rigid atmosphere the roses seem to whisper
hope. Did not the rose bud from a
thorn? Cannot our thorny problems
blossom into roses? Immediately the
garden appears less austere-the
rose has shed a warmth over the
pretentious flower beds. Here restraint reigns; here is the intellectual satisfaction of a neo-classical
poem.
However, if we wish to enjoy a
garden in all its beautiful phases,
we must at some time work in it.
'J'he clean, intimate touch of the
soil will disperse the clouds of commercialism which cling to all our
movements. Then every leaf and bud
becomes part of us and we can sincerely say
"For those sweet hours remembered such wealth brings,
That then I scorn to change my state
with kings."
Toil can make of a few simple
flowers a haven of forgetfulness.
Ea ch year we will glory in old
friends and cultivate new friends.
In all our failures the adage, "The
conquest of glory excels the glory
of conquest" will console us and
our triumphs will be considered so
much the greater since we worked
and fought with nature, the greatest
friend and rival.

We realize that you are loathe to
submit themes to the Literaria Editor. But why not contribute that
poem you wrote the other day at the
end of Lain lecture? Or that scene
about the four of you in the Reading Room, over which you were
shaking with laughter in Maths?
All quibbling aside: Hand in your
attempts. Please consider this a
heartfelt plea for your co-operation.
-A.M. H.
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Continued from Page 1
tended O.C.E. is now teaching high
school at Highgate. Margaret Pletch
and Elaine Smith, both of '39, have
also entered the field of teaching.
After spending a year at O.C.E.
they were successful in obtaining
schools. Margaret is on the staff of
the New Hamburg Continuation
School. Elaine is in the northern
district, teaching at Thornbury.
Helen Nairn.

Looks as if we'll have to write
more about less this issue. With
the last Cord just around the corner, among the other things that
"Ongy Sez" are the words, "More
copy, gal, piles and piles more copy,
don't be so lazy!" And A. M. H. is
even less sympathetic. Our present prayer is not "send us rain,"
not "send us Santa Claus," but "send
us news!" And that, dear brethren,
is no small request.
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ANNUITIES

* * *
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From now on don't complain that
the advertising takes up too much
space. Where would this issue be
without the advertisers?
And incidentally, if you can't
manage to write when one of the
staff asks you, refuse tactfully. And
when you say "some other time,
perhaps" - mean it.
Don't wait to be coaxed.
-A.M. H .
-A. E. M. B.

ATHENAEUM
MEETING OF
NOVEMBER 21
And then there was the Athenaeum reporter who failed to report.
In this case again the head of the
department is not to blame. The staff
has (or had) faith in human nature,
and expects promises to be kept. If
any of you are interested in writing
special events, please report to Fred
Shantz. We will be more than glad
for your co-operation.
-A. E. M. B .

-A.M. H.

Perhaps the biggest and most
exciting news to be found inside
these ancient walls lately is the ing e
effort of the College Glee Club to song.
No
sponsor a festival of Christmas music, to take place in early Decem- his h
ber. President Helen Nairn is work- mined
ing very hard to interest the lead- our
ers of the various Waterloo choirs, our be
which have been invited to join in forci
this presentation. The other day, ~fJ":
finding us wandering dimlessly with
about, she gathered us up and took are go
us with her to interview Mr. emoti
Bruegeman.
Moral support, she
called us. Mr. Bruegeman, howWe
ever, was not at all formidable. He a like)
was a delightful person, kindly, en- begun
good
couraging, and above all, interested. ture
1
He praised the whole plan, saying we'd
that someone should have thought back).
of it long ago. He offered several the G
OU!
helpful suggestions and promised to in
Other
take up the matter with his own Watch
choir that very night. We emerged in trod
from his shop with the feeling that tunate
all was right with the world. His work.
SO CUr!
spontaneous enthusiasm and wil- They 1
lingness to help had exceeded even which
our greatest hopes. If the other Frosh,
choirs and choir leaders will be
equally kind, (and why should they
By t
not support the ambitions of Wa- glecte
terloo's own college?) the Glee Did y
brothe
Club's first musical effort will inis nice
deed be a success.
erloo
The Glee Club itself is rolling
merrily along. All Mr. Hirons will
say as yet is "That's a good healthy
noise." But are we discouraged?
NO! All the members seem very
enthusiastic.
The last few musical sessions
have made one thing increasingly
clear. The art of singing, like everyOne
thing else that is worth learning, requires a great deal of effort if it is
to be mastered. There is, for instance, that matter of breathing. A /
good singer does not stand on tiptoes, suck in a huge chestful of air,
and then let go. Certain sets of
muscles, if properly exercised, will
allow the singer to get air freely.
This must be done without gasping,
by merely relaxing.
The group's weakest point at
present is its difficulty in putting
emotion and colour into a song. Mr.

A. H. Foell & Co.

Ice, Moving and Carttna
Daily Service to and From
Toronto and London
Waterloo Dial 2-3536
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more about less this issue. With
the last Cord just around the corner, among the other things that
"Ongy Sez" are the words, "More
copy, gal, piles and piles more copy,
don't be so lazy!" And A. M. H. is
even less sympathetic. Our present prayer is not "send us rain,"
not "send us Santa Claus," but "send
us news!" And that, dear brethren,
is no small request.
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From now on don't complain that
the advertising takes up too much
space. Where would this issue be
without the advertisers?
And incidentally, if you can't
manage to write when one of the
staff asks you, refuse tactfully. And
when you say "some other time,
perhaps" - mean it.
Don't wait to be coaxed.
-A.M. H.
-A. E. M. B.

ATHENAEUM
MEETING OF
NOVEMBER 21
And then there was the Athenaeum reporter who failed to report.
In this case again the head of the
department is not to blame. The staff
has (or had) faith in human nature,
and expects promises to be kept. If
any of you are interested in writing
special events, please report to Fred
Shantz. We will be more than glad
for your co-operation.
-A. E. M. B.

-A.M. H.
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COLLEGE

CORD

DEL. HARTMAN

Hirons works patiently for almost
half an hour before we "give out"
to his satisfaction. The trutli is that
most of us carefully and ruthlessly
suppress any betrayal of emotion
in actual living. We build a tenfoot wall against which the world
can kick to its heart's content without getting a rise out of us. What
would happen if we retired to a
corner and cried sadly or screamed
with rage every time we flunked a
test, someone used our coat-hanger,
or we lost our fountain pen? Someone would come along, sooner or
later, to take us away. It simply
isn't done. Such conscious suppression of feeling has now brought us
almost to the point where it is
impossible to show much convincing emotion or imagination in a
song.
Now Mr. Hirons has moved up
his heavy siege guns for a determined attack upon our strong fortresses. He is slowly knocking down
our fortifications, cutting through
our barbed wire entanglements, and
forcing us to come out. One of these
days we're going to break down and
give him what he wants-music
with colour. One of these days we
are going to prove that we are not
emotionally and imaginatively dead.

chocolate bar wrapper and placed
it on June's purse. On it was printed, "Oh Henry! net weight 2 ozs.
or over."
The novel we advertised in the
last issue is selling fast. One customer, however, asked a realcy
tricky question. "How can it be
Don and Nuhn at the same time?"
f:he wonders, in a punning vein.
You figure that one out.

* * *
Did we ask for news? Yes, but
not spread all over the girls' room,
not bursting out of closets, not
tumbling off shelves, not news that
is read by almost everyone before
the printer even sees it! That is
ex.actly what happens whenever
a Cord is in. the making. Cords don't
just grow, like Topsy. They require an amazing amount of collaboration and co-operation, gallons of gasoline, inches of shoeleather, hundreds of phone calls,
reams of paper. The necessary cooperation cannot be obtained when
Cords must be made in the girls'
common room, where boys are not
allowed, in the boys' common room,
where girls are taboo, in the library
where silence is required and space
is limited, or in the reading room
where the traffic is so heavy that
privacy is impossible. The only solution is that a room, or at least a
cupboard, with a lock, be dedicated
exclusively to the Cord. Until some
such ardngement is made the editors' problems will remain serious,
and the Cord staff will be working
in the dark.
*
Correction: A mistake was made
in decoding a message last time.
The right combination is Scully
and Sauder, not Wilson. The latter
goes along once in a while as a
chaperone (!)

Perhaps the biggest and most
exciting news to be found inside
these ancient walls lately is the
effort of the College Glee Club to
sponsor a festival of Christmas music, to take place in early December. President Helen Nairn is working very hard to interest the leaders of the various Waterloo choirs,
which have been invited to join in
this presentation. The other day,
finding us wandering dimlessly
about, she gathered us up and took
us with her to interview Mr.
* • •
Bruegeman. Moral support, she
called us. Mr. Bruegeman, howWe thought the freshmen were
ever, was not at all formidable. He a likely looking lot. Now they have
was a delightful person, kindly, en- begun to prove it. With so many
good writers about, the Cord's fucouraging, and above all, interested. ture looks rosy. To be concrete, (yes,
He praised the whole plan, saying we'd better be, Professor K. is
that someone should have thought back). Margaret Robe's account of
of it long ago. He offered several the Glee Club's first meeting was,
in our humble opinion, excellent.
helpful suggestions and promised to Other freshmen show talent also.
take up the matter with his own Watch ''Literaria" where Jean is
choir that very night. We emerged introducing some of them. Unforfrom his shop with the feeling that tunately some will not sign their
work. Such modesty! We are all
all was right with the world. His so curious that we find out anyway.
* •
spontaneous enthusiasm and wil- They might as well reap the credit,
We finally caught up with Ilse
lingness to help had exceeded even which is justly theirs. Go to it, one night last week. At present
there is a cousin of Eddy Gartung's
our greatest hopes. If the other Frosh, the Cord is yours!
on the calendar. She is very reticent
choirs and choir leaders will be
• * *
about the whole affair, but our spies
equally kind, (and why should they
By the way, has gossip been ne- are hot on the trail.
not support the ambitions of Wa- glected so far? This can't go on.
* • *
terloo's own college?) the Glee Did you know that Esther has a
Art was boasting only yesterday
brother. whose name is Bob, who
Club's first musical effort will in- is nice looking and who is a Wat- that no one could prove anything
him. "Even Herb can only guess,"
deed be a success.
erloo graduate? What now could on
said he. Keep your eyes on him,
The Glee Club itself is rolling one want? Nothing, in Helen's opin- everybody. Where there is smoke,
merrily along. All Mr. Hirons will ion. She brought home a packet of etc.
matches from Tulane the other
say as yet is "That's a good healthy night.
Now and then she would
noise." But are we discouraged? light one, watching the blaze die
NO! All the members seem very down with a thoughtful expression.
As this was too much for our curiCompany - Limited
enthusiastic.
osity we soon uncovered the whole
The last few musical sessions story. Just a new flame, Helen?
D'al:Waterloo 2-4419
Kitchener 8-8743
have made one thing increasingly
clear. The art of singing, like every"We appreciate your patronage"
One girl had a brilliant idea this
thing else that is worth learning, re- morning. She tore off a piece of a
quires a great deal of effort if it is
to be mastered. There is, for instance, that matter of breathing. A .
good singer does not stand on tip- 1
toes. suck in a huge chestful of air,
and then let go. Certain sets of
P!
j
I( . . . . . . .
muscles, if properly exercised, will
Better
allow the singer to get air freely.
This must be done without gasping,
by merely relaxing.
Skate Outfits, Skis and
The group's weakest point at
present is its difficulty in putting
emotion and colour into a song. Mr.
Accessories
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BLOCKED ROADS
RESULT IN
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Of Basketball Game
With Alma College

Richard
I

Dave Dooley

Boys Remain Undefeated
After Third Hockey
Game Of The Season
Write-up of the Last
Two Games Were
Desired
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E. J. Dun brook
Manufacturer's Agent and Jobber
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Mayfair Hotel, Kitchener
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Jewellery Store and
Optical Parlor
M.S. MUNN,
Eyes Examined Waterloo

Optometrist
G !asses Fitted
Dial 7-7574

Miller's Taxi
and Service Station
Five Heated Cars
24 Hour Service
Dial 7-7311 King St. at William
Waterloo
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Kitchener Tri-Pure Ice
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Fresh Meats and Sausage
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74A William St. Waterloo
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37 King St. N.
Waterloo
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WATERLOO

Hotel
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Rooms with private showers
and baths
Cor. King and Erb. Sts.
WATERLOO, Ont.

CLASS NOTES
Did you know the College has
a new student? Yes sir-a little
cat has decided to improve his academic standing. Latest reports inform us that he is quite interested
in physical science and girls' basketball games. Incidentally, nice
demonstration girls.

Recipe
or the
Juice:
Chase a
gather the
cauldron
the klink.
* * •
Professor Jefferis to an Honour Place this
Latin Class. "A college professor malt <from
is a man who has nothing to do but Now place
is yest and
does it gracefully."
the brew.
• • •
Our congratulations to Ralph Tailby who has accepted a position
with the Scots Fusiliers. Good luck,
Ralph.

* • *
Despite the lack of uniforms, the
Reserve Squad do not have to yield
ground to the O.T.C. unit, insofar as
Rifle drill is concerned: We are fast
becoming proficient in this type of
driB. The aim of every member of
the Squad is to have it eclipse the
O.T.C. unit.

* * •

If you want to have a good time,
travel down to the Aud., any night
the College is playing one of their
exciting games.
They really are fun-everyone
cernes out, everyone cheers, and
half the college plays. The fresh
atomosphere of the rink clears
out any cobwebs; you can do all
the yelling that is forbidden during
lecture hours, and you invariably
find the perfect person to take out
fer celebration.
Keep up the good work - the
teams need nothing but your support.

DITHERY DOX
Let Dithery Dox be the DoctorDear Dithery Dox:
The boys who take me out are
from five to ten years older than I
am. Moreover, I find each of them
embittered. Why? Can you help
them? And finally, do you think I
~'hould associate with older boys?
YOUNGER.
Answer:
Don't be too hard on the boys, my
dear "Younger." It's a hard. hard
world, as you will find out before
you are much ''older."
By your letter I would say that
you are a freshette, and the boys
you mention, since they are from
five to ten years older than you,
are probably Seminarians.
Since you have just recently
started out along the Road of Knowledge, you cannot know, of course.
how disillusioned a man can get
pursuing an elusive degree for
three, or four, or even five years
-pursuing it right into the Seminary to become a fixture there (the
man, not the degree) for three more
years. It's enough to give anyone
a dead-pan look. It's not that they're
embittered. It's just that they've
had to work too hard. They need a
little relaxation. And you, and other
frcshettes like you can help them.
It's up to you youngsters to bring
n bit of cheer to these "jolly" gentlemen and bring them back to life.
God speed to you!
DITHERY DOX. H. M .
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a new student? Yes sir-a little
cat has decided to improve his academic standing. Latest reports inform us that he is quite interested
in physical science and girls' basketball games. Incidentally, nice
demonstration girls.
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Professor Jefferis to an Honour
Latin Class. "A college professor
is a man who has nothing to do but
does it gracefully."
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Our congratulations to Ralph Tailby who has accepted a position
with the Scots Fusiliers. Good luck,
Ralph.
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Despite the lack of uniforms, the
Reserve Squad do not have to yield
ground to the O.T.C. unit, insofar as
Rifle drill is concerned. We are fast
becoming proficient in this type of
drill. The aim of every member of
the Squad is to have it eclipse the
O.T.C. unit.

• •

If you want to have a good time,
travel down to the Aud., any night
the College is playing one of their
exciting games.
They really are fun-everyone
cernes out, everyone cheers, and
half the college plays. The fresh
atomosphere of the rink clears
nut any cobwebs; you can do all
the yelling that is forbidden during
lecture hours, and you invariably
find the perfect person to take out
fer celebration.
Keep up the good work - the
teams need nothing but your support.

DITHERY DOX
Let Dithery Dox be the Doctor-

Dear Dithery Dox:
The boys who take me out are
from five to ten years older than I
am. Moreover, I find each of them
embittered. Why? Can you help
them'? And finally. do you think I
<hould associate with older boys?
YOUNGER.
Answer:
Don't be too hard on the boys, my
dear "Younger." It's a hard, hard
,vorld, as you will find out before
ou are much "older."
By your letter I would say that
you are a freshette, and the boys
you mention, since they are from
five to ten years older than you,
are probably Seminarians.
Since you have just recently
tarted out along the Road of Knowledgt•, you cannot know, of course.
hO\\' disillusioned a man can get
pursuing an elusive degree for
three. or four, or even five years
--pursuing it right into the Seminary to become a fixture there (the
man. not the degree) for three more
years. It's enough to give anyone
a dead-pan look. It's not that they're
embittered. It's just that they've
had to work too hard. They need a
little relaxRtion. And you, and other
freshettes like you can help them.
It's up to you youngsters to bring
;J bit of cheer to these "jolly" gentlemen and bring them back to life.
God speed to you!
DITHERY DOX. H. M

L. R. Detenbeck
MEN'S WEAR SHOP
34 King St. S.

Dial 4-4232

WATERLOO

WHITE STAR

Barber Shop
E. MARTZ, Prop.
Courteous Service-Sanitary
Methods
Opp. Post Offlce, Waterloo

COLLEGE

EXCHANGE
Recipe for Science Club Wheeroor the equivalent of Kickapoo Joy
Juice:
•
Chase a frog for ten miles and
gather the hops. Place these in a
cauldron and beat the rap or stir
the klink. Now take a cake of ice.
Place this in the cauldron till she's
malt (from an old Greek formula).
Now place just a little yeast (yeast
is yest and west is best jame) into
the brew. Add one quart of paint
remover and one old tire. Put the
cauldron over a bunsen burner
and leave (the faster the better).
"THE SILHOUETTE."
Advice to Freshmen:
1. Do not attend lectures unless
you feel so inclined. Always be late;
you will thus give the impression
that you are conferring a favor on
the lecturer, and he will be duly
impressed.
2. To show that you are entirely
at your ease, carry on a conversation with the nearest person to
you. Eat an apple if you missed
your breakfast, but don't throw the
core on the floor. Excuse yourself
and throw it out the window.
3. When your name is called at
roll, don't say "here" or "sir", but
"yes!" inquiringly. This is sure to
make the lecturer lose his place and
temper.
4. Never answer for more than
five friends whose names occur in
alphabetical sequence.
5. Notes are the help for those
with poor memories. The correct
attitude is to feel sorry for those
who have to take them.
6. Sleeping during a lecture is
understandable, but snoring is intolerable, since it wakens the rest
of the class.
I'm sure these rules will be of
great assistance to those students
who were wondering just how to
make themselves really popular
during the lectures.
''The Gateway."
Under the street car's leather
strap
The homely maiden stands
And stands, and stands, and stands.
and stands,
And stands. and stands, and stands.
''The Gateway."
"Busy?''
"No." You busy?"
"No."
"Let's go to class."
"The Gazette."
When I asked her to wed, "Go to
father," she said.
She knew that I knew that her
father was dead.
She knew that I knew what a life
he had led,
She knew that I knew what she
meant when she said "Go to father."
"The Gazette."

CORD
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lise Mosig
Marg Rohe

may say "That's nothing, I thought
he was going to say something awful like sticking pins in people."
However, if you look deeper into
the matter you will find that, especially in relation to women, this
can bring about grievous evil.
Such an evil weighs heavily on my
c-nn soul. Can you picture a beautiful moonlit night, a river bank
and a young couple? He takes the
girl in his arms, kisses her, and then
he tells her how beautiful she is;
how she surpasses all the most
beautiful women in history, how he
would face any danger for her sake,
and how he can't sleep or eat for
thinking of her. He might even
reach in his pocket and produce
some poetry he has written about
her. All this would take place with
a normal, healthy, prevaricating
sort of a man. But not with me.
I stand accursed before all men.
I would be forced to tell the young
thing that I heartily despised the
wort she sported on her nose. I
would definitely deny the ability to
cast myself under the wheels of a
street car for her sake. As a matter
of fact, I am allergic to street car
wheels cavorting about my abdomen. Nor would I claim any lack of
appetite or sleep for her sake. In
my opinion this is a confession of
weakness; a sign of lost virility. As
for poetry, I honestly believe any
girl desiring to have poetry written
about her should do the writing
herself. I prefer candid down to the
earth literature and possess a decided aversion to rhyming rot disinfected with stardust and ambrosia.
It goes against my grain.
How I envy the great liars of
history such as Cassanova. Antony,
Francois
Villan
and
Mickey
Mouse. What I wouldn't give to be
able to toss off the odd line about
hair of gold and teeth of pearls
and the usual stock expressions of
the ages. But this I cannot do. Here
I stand. as accursed as Washington
without his hatchet. Alone, unloved
and yet I will, I will persevere. I
shall conquer my hidden evil. triumph over it and put it behind me.
Then I will stand up and say ''See
here, a Man."

Facilities for
Savings Accounts
Investments
Safety Deposit Boxes

The Waterloo Trust
& Savings Co.
Waterloo Office
Compliments of

Letter & Dreisinger
Funerar Dtrectors

and
Waterloo 5c to $1.00 Store
THE

WATERLOO
MUTUAL
FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY
- Established 1863 ASSETS OVER
$2,000,000.00
INSURANCE IN FORCE
$85,000,000.00
Head Office - Waterloo, Ont.

Henderson's
SUNRISE BREAD

Bread -

Cakes -

Pastry

Wm. Henderson & Sons
Dial 8-8552 - Waterloo
Kitchener
London
19 King St. E. 206 Richmond Blvd.
Phone 2-4062
Phone MET8530

BROCK and DAVIS
Chartered Accountants
T. H. R. Brock, C.A.
D. Bruce Davis, C.A.

"Affiliate yourself with Waterloo Tradition"

Datrrloo C!Collrge
Affiliated Since 1925 With
University of Western Ontario
OFFERS

The General Arts Course
earning the Pass B.A. Degree
and

ON TRUTH AND
INEQUALITY
There are many different kinds
of men and women attending this
university, but the most miserable
and inconsequential of them all
is that type of which I, myself, am
a striking example. In some people
my faults might be considered virtues, but I find them the heaviest
of burdens. It is impossible for me
to tell a lie. Upon first sight you
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Helen Traubel,
Prima Donna of the
Metropolitan Opera
Company Gives Recital
On Friday, November the twenty-second, Helen Traubel, dra~a
tic soprano, sang to a capa~1ty
house in the K-W Collegiate
auditorium. A recent addition to
the Metropolitan Opera Company,
Miss Traubel made her debut there
last season as "Sieglinde" in Wagner's "Die Walkure." Since then
she has been acclaimed among the
critics as "one of the outstanding
sopranos of all time." On the concert stage, in radio broadcasts, the
superb artistry of this singer has
been eagerly accepted by thousands
of people. It was with an equal
share of enthusiasm that the members of the "Community Concert
Series" here, gathered to thrill to
the glorious voice.
Choosing a program that was unusually heavy, Miss Traubel amazed her audience with the masterful performance. Commencing with
a group of three Beethoven numbers, the singer displayed a remarkable flexibility and command of
her voice. The powerful and dynamic "Gottes Macht und Vorsehung''
was succeeded by two appealingly
gentle love songs, in which the
realistic "Wonne der Wehmuhth".
Miss Traubel related a pathetic
tale of unhappy love and in tearful
accents bewailed the fate of the
forsaken lover. This number was
received with particular enthusiasm. Then followed the difficult
Wagnerian aria from Lohengrin in
which the dramatic episode, "Elsa's
Dream" was feelingly portrayed.
As an encore, the artist's rendition
of the tender love song "Du bist der
Lenz" from Wagner's "Die Walkure"
was superb.
A group of German "Lieder" comprised the next part of the program.
The romantically appealing Schubert numbers and the more intense
selections of Strauss were intelligently delivered. For exquisite simplicity and delicate grace, the "Seventeenth Century Folk Song,"
which followed was outstanding.
This delightful ballad, sung in English was only intended as an encore. Yet, the great applause following its rendition gave it place
in the program. As the most enjoyable number, the artist's perfect diction permitted the audience to
readily catch the spirit of this
charming love song.
The program closed with five
songs in English. Special mention
can be made here with regard to
the two negro spirituals opening
this group. A fervent religious spirit was caught by the singer. A deep
full quality of tone, a swaying
rhythm and a slow emphatic beat
characterized this presentation. In
conclusion, the comments in the
"Washington Star" may be quoted
as summing up the artistry of this
singer: "For vocal opulence, purity and evenness throughout a wide
range, Miss Traubel has no equal
among her compatriots."
Helen Nairn.
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VOX POP

SEMINARY NOTES
By HENRY NUHN
At their regular semi-monthly
meeting the Seminarians were
priveleged to have as their guest
speaker, Mr. Bernard Hirons, the
director of the Waterloo College
Glee Club. The speaker stated that
he felt that he had found his ministry in the work of the church,
that is, the minisiry of music. His
object is to bring men to the presence of God through the avenue of
beauty. There is a power of beauty,
of loveliness which the church often
fails to grasp. The genius of the
1
Protestant faith is that it seeks to
be understood and if forms of beautv minister to this understanding,
they are valid. The speaker gave
various suggestions to increase the
beautiful side of the service. Both
minister and organist must let
themselves be consumed by the
spirit of the thing they are saying
or playing. Thus the sensitivities
and the cultural elements of the
hearers will not be offended.

In case you did not get around to
reading the last Cord, we are interposing a bit here to inform you that
we have a Vox Pop and a Dithery
Dox. To these you may write your
problems and difficulties, and be
sure of receiving an answer of some
sort. If you cannot write a column
yourself, you can at least do your
best to swell those that others write.
-A.M. H.
-A. E. M.B.

There has been a very gratifying
response to the letters sent out
by the secretary of the CossmanHayunga Missionary Society. As a
result services will be held in about
a dozen churches in December and
the early months of 1941.
Here is half a column where any
enterprising young writer could express his opinion publicly. We saved
it, but no one took advantage of the
opportunity.
You must have read a book recently that is worthy of criticism.
Surely you've seen a movie you
would like to discuss. Haven't yo~
a favourite recording whose merits
you are longing to impart?
Well, come on!
-A. E. M. B.
-A.M. H.
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Dr. Clausen E
"What Does Christmas I
Mean To You?"
I

I

In one of our western provinces
the lonely settlers gathered for a
party m one of the more spacious
hom es . A you ng couple brought their
infant child and left it asleep on
the bed wh ile they enjoyed the party. When they went to arouse the
baby to take it home, it was dead.
L ater-arriving guests had not noticed
the child and laid their wraps and
coats on it. Thus it had been suffoca ted. This story becomes a parable
of the way in which the holy and
d ivine and saving and transforming
essen ce of Christmas has been suffocated by the weight of secular and
m ateria l trappings. Even unbelievers
can celebrate such a Christmas
w hich has degenerated from a holy
cay in to a holiday. May I ask you
to search your heart and conscience
as you give answer to yourself to the
question: What does Christmas mean
b you ?
As pr ofessors and students, Christmas obviously means a welcome letWa te r;
d c.wn , r elief and release from routin e of preparation for work in the
Forma l
class rooms. It may mean for some
of us an opportunity for reunion
MiSS N
w ith dear relations and friends from
Here are
w hom distance has separated us. been able
Then there are the gifts, parties, and Miss McLar
all those touches of sentiment and · 0 ht
.
f wup
sentimentality wh ich go into the 1l>rgug
k
.
f
h
th
a
e
o
es
rna mg o w at e average person tendi
E
ca lls Chnstmas-a synthetic conven-J . tntg thx
rw n an d concoch?n.
.
\\.en 0
e
We are the last nntnrio whe
to deprecate takmg long and deep En lish and
draugh ts of the swell of wholesome he; wo k t
JOY and sincere frie~dship. Christmas 1;ost-gr~d~ate
1s a syn ony~ for JOY and goodwill. versity The
B_ut ~h o w1ll k_eep the beautiful t<~nt pr~fesso
\Happmg of a g1ft and 1gnore the Finally <he c
~ Jft 1tself? Whe steem to hahve become fE~sor of His
Sh
·
.. peop1e w o reasure t e shell or
husk and cast away the kernel Thus
e_ WentJO~S
the good is the enemy of the b~st
w""U<tp a erl~
M
.
·
es ern 1 ac
ay we turn to our B1ble and r.Ess. Mi~s M
· tl y w
}(earn from the example of the men '· ffi c1en
«n d . women we mee~ on the first ccurses Stud
Chnstmas Day the meaning and c~ d · th t"1
bl es~ing of this holy day. To Mary, c~~-ta~Ia
C!Jnstmas meant the birth of the th
h ng e
Saviour in "Whom her spirit reWoug you
joiced." The shepherds came to see ~ t e can no
th e Messiah in Whom the promises "t·lsl rhangert,
·
t o p a t narc
· h s and Prophets are st 1rt ope
o
g1vcn
1 b
fullfi lled. The Wise Men from Chat- a Y1 tyl entch
daea
.
e yesta
pay h omage t o th e p rmce
of comp
;;cleriee of
.
L1 ght Who has come to va_nquish the rur college c
powers of darkness. S1meon rejoiced in the assurance of salvation Christmas: "
which will now "let him depart in day a Savio
peace." All of these people, who fig- experienced
ure prominently in the Christmas knows that •·t
story, found in Jesus Christ the ful- ;:m far from h
fl llment of the deepest yearnings and lr,ving Father
mys_tic presentiments of the soul, the his rebellion a
Desire of the nations. Do they not the good and
m nke :vou wish you could share this F«ther. But
inner joy with them?
He seeks not t
Soon-too soon- Christmas has On the cont
~orne and gone. With it depart the blessed a~sura
!Jghts and colors, the sentimental and has loved us
ephemeral wrappings of a holiday tO\'e. The pro
~tason . Vve will settle down again gift" of His on
u:to. the routine (perhaps some of look upon the
us. If honest with ourselves will may we hear f
call it the rut) of humdrum 'exist- His arms tow
ence. _If ~hristmas means to you with Me; I w
what It d 1_d to Mary and other per- Father and Y
sons m ent_wned above, then you will shall know th
taste the JOY of salvation which the passeth under
angel sounde d as the keynote of mas mean this

:1
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meantime. Thousands who could save in no other
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